
Bree d e r s  o f  Mu l t i p l e  Awa r d  Wi n n i n g  No v a  Sc o t i a  Du c k  To l l i n g  Re t r i e v e r s  

So You Have a Teenager 

 
 
Congratulations! Your puppy is 6 months old!! 
You have made it through House Training, Teething, Crate Training and some Basic Obedience! 
 
Over the last few weeks, you have probably noticed that your puppy is looking more and more like an adult. The puppy fur is 
gone, the adult teeth are all in and your little boy or girl isn’t so little any more. 
 
Your girl’s behaviour is probably unchanged, but if you have a boy, you may have also noticed a few new things by now. Your 
little man is now lifting one of his rear legs when he pees. He is probably not marking territory on trees and structures yet, but he 
is definitely lifting one leg when he goes outside. He may be playing differently too. His idea of fun is less about chasing and 
wrestling and more about small dominance displays. Perhaps, embarrassingly, he is now mounting anyone or anything he sees as 
a rival or love interest. 
 
You, as the owners, are about to be dealing with a pubescent teenager. 
 

Behavioural	  Changes	  
There are certain behaviours that the boys and girls share at this point in time. Both genders will become moody, erratic and 
fearful. Previously confident dogs will become submissive, aggressive, anxious or frightened.  You and your little buddy may 
have enjoyed a regular trip to a dog park or a friend’s house last week. This week, your pup may see those locations as terrifying. 
This is called “fear of the familiar” and while it is completely normal, you will probably be a little concerned.  
 
One of the most alarming behaviours at this age is the sudden desire to run off.  Your previously devoted puppy now has no 
problem running out the door or away from you at a dog park. All of your obedience training suddenly gone out the window as 
you struggle to get your little darling back under control. While you may be relieved to know that this phase is temporary and 
normal, it isn’t much comfort is you are trying to get your dog back. Use a long line when training and crate your puppy if 
someone comes to your front door. No matter how solid your recall or well behaved your little munchkin was, you will have to 
revoke your trust in your puppy for a few months. 
 
Your patience and understanding will mean a lot during this time. The good news is, this phase will only last until they are 
around 9 months old. The bad news is that training has the potential to become frustrating for you as your genius may suddenly 
turn into an idiot. An attentive puppy is now reacting to every sound and smell in the room. They become far more interested in 
wrestling with other puppies during Obedience class then working with you for treats.  They are not doing this out of any mean 
spiritedness. They are just doing what their hormones are telling them to do. Until their little bodies can level out, you may have 
to stick to short training sessions that end positively. Be grateful for any small improvements you get. This will be tough on you 
and tough on your puppy! 
 
When out in the world, your puppy may also need more reassurance from you than they needed previously. If they are frightened, 
be patient and encourage them with treats. If they become aggressive, change the situation they are in by both correcting and 
redirecting. Again, they are experiencing a little hormonal storm inside and may need your help sorting that out. 
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Hormones	  and	  The	  Girls	  

 
The RedShadow girls have traditionally gone into heat between 7 and 9 months.  
 

The canine estrous (reproductive) cycle is made up of 4 
different stages.  These are proestrus, estrus, diestrus, and 
anestrus.  Each stage has differing signs related to behaviour, 
physical or clinical changes, hormonal changes and physiologic 
changes, 
 
Proestrus is the stage that most owners start noticing changes 
and when we say "the dog is in heat".  This stage lasts for an 
average of 9 days, but can range anywhere from 0-27 days.  
This is when males dogs will be attracted to the female, but she 
will not be receptive.  
The first clue you have that your girl is going into heat will be a 

change in behaviour; either hers or from the other dogs in the park or at your home. Your girl may 
suddenly snap at another dog or emit a low growl that you have never heard before. 
When she urinates, other dogs will spend a long time sniffing the spot. There will be more rear 
sniffing too. Normally, when dogs sniff each other’s rears, they are sniffing in the area of the anus 
and anal glands. You will notice that change as other dogs begin to focus more on your dog’s vulva. 
Here at RedShadow, we have a couple of indicators that tell us that things are aabout to get 
interesting. A bitch’s coat is the thickest and most luxurious when they come into heat. Our boys 
also provide us with an indication. They will notice an upcoming heat about 3 weeks from when we 
start to physically see blood. Males will start a type of dance where they focus on the one bitch, their 
feet are square and tails are waiving quickly. If you didn’t know better, the males seem to be ready 

to play.  It is just the bitch growling at them that gives away the males less-than-honourable intentions. 
 
The first physical sign you may see in your girl will be in the position and size of her vulva. The 
vulva of an immature girl looks like a Hershey Kiss was pushed into her skin and it is positioned 
between her legs, pointing towards the ground.  
As she enters Proestrus, the vulva will swell and move upwards towards the tail. After 
approximately 4-7 days, it will be time to find the doggie diapers. She will begin urinating more 
often, licking herself and small droplets of bright red blood will appear on your floor.  
 
Estrus is the stage when the female is receptive to the male because this is the fertile period (see 
diagram above). In the RedShadow girls, this typically happens around day 10 after bleeding starts. 

This stage will last an average of 9 days based on behavioural signs, but can range from 4 to 24 

days. Our average here is 6 days.  
You also notice your girl moves her tail to the side if you pet her. The vulva is still enlarged, but 
softens a little. It also does something called “winking” if you pet her. It moves rapidly up towards 
the anus and back down. This is to make it easier to receive a male.  There will be a decrease in the 
amount of blood and it will slowly turn a straw colour.  You may also notice her nipples get larger 
and be redder in colour and she may be off her food. 
When we make the decision to breed our dogs, we are performing blood tests to help us identify all 
the hormone levels to make sure we are breeding when the eggs are fertile.  
If you own a male or you have intact males in your neighbourhood or dog parks, this is the  
time to check and double check all your fences and crates regularly. An intact male can smell a bitch in heat from 3 miles away 
and he will make a beeline to your doorstep. A determined male can pull fence boards down or jump 
incredible heights to get to an ovulating female. 
Your girl cannot be trusted during this time either. She will wander looking for a male if she is off leash 
and will accept multiple males during this period. Bitches can actually produce puppies from several different sires in a single 
litter.  
It is our recommendation that bitches in estrus not be left outside unsupervised for any length of time. 

Day 3 after ovulation 1: Quivari 
(3.5 year old Toller bitch) 

Hadley (6 month old Toller Bitch) 
Prepubescent vulva 

Hadley (6 month old Toller Bitch): 
Prepubescent Vulva 
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As Estrus ends, a bitch will begin to lose interest in the males and start growling and snapping at him. Unfortunately, this process 
is not linear. She may refuse him at 9 am but accept him at 11 am then hate him again at 1 pm. While it is statistically unlikely 
that a pregnancy would result, we have seen coupling (called a tie) at day 24 from the start of Proestrus. 
 
Diestrus is the stage following Estrus and the female is no longer receptive to the male.  This stage lasts for about 2 months. 
Your girl is again free to interact with males. 
 Even when she has not been bred, she may experience symptoms of a false pregnancy during this time. Her nipples may enlarge 
even more and she may start producing a small amount of milk.  The fur on her belly may become a little crusty with dried milk, 
especially in the mornings. We will use a warm cloth and gently clean her belly. 
One of the sweetest and saddest things you will see may occur approximately 73 days from when bleeding started. This is when 
puppies would normally arrive. You may find that your girl becomes less active and wanting to stay in her favourite bed or crate 
with a few soft toys. She may carry a specific toy around with her, unwilling to part with it.  These are all examples of a nesting 
behaviour. She feels that these toys are her puppies so she is protecting and caring for them.  
 
Anestrus is the time between Diestrus and the next Proestrus.  This stage will last for about 4 months.  
Approximately 2 months into Anestrus, your girl will suddenly and dramatically blow her coat. Within a period of a week, you 
will see your dog go from a beautiful, luxurious woman to a naked, gangly looking girl. You will need to brush her several times 
a day and vacuum regularly to keep up with it. The faster she sheds this old coat, the quicker the new coat can come in to replace 
it.  

Hormones	  and	  The	  Boys	  
 
The boys will be going through their own changes over the next few months. 
Not only will they begin asserting themselves among other dogs, but they will begin marking territory and looking for girls. 
The most difficult behaviour of the 3 for owners of boys is in the marking of territory. Your lovely, housebroken boy will is 
about to become an indiscriminate peeing machine.  
He will suddenly have to sniff every twig and stone during his walks. He will then lift his leg and pee on everything he sniffs. It’s 
his way of announcing to the world that there is a new man in town. On long walks, we have seen our boys sniff and dutifully lift 
their legs, but because of how far we have gone, the tank was empty. They don’t care. They will still try to mark the next tree as 
well 
While this behaviour is funny when you are outdoors, it is less amusing inside. Boys don’t immediately understand that there is a 
difference between indoors and outdoors so they will mark kitchen cupboards, living room furniture and walls unless you stop 
them. 
Hopefully you have taught your boy a command for “outside” and “pee”. Our dogs have been taught “outside” which means go 
play. We have also taught “go pee” so they will pee on command.  If we use a third command “outside go pee”, they know it 
means go out, do your business and come back. These commands become really useful now. If you catch your boy marking in 
the house, yell “NO!!” and try to scare him a little. Immediately use your command for “outside go pee” and rush him outside. 
Stay with him and in a cheerful voice, tell him to “go pee”. Praise him a lot when he does. 
If you find a puddle on your floor, there is no correction that you can do so it is best just to clean it up with a good enzyme 
cleaner and keep an eye on him for the next time.  
 
If you can’t supervise him, you might want to purchase a belly band from a local pet supply 
store. It is a piece of cloth with a velco closure that you can put around his waist. It’s 
presence is usually enough to stop an intact male from peeing inside.  
The good news is, once he learns not to mark in YOUR house, he won’t mark in your house 
again…but a friends home, pet stores or any other indoor structures are still are fair game. 
 
Our boy, Riley, once peed on the leg of a sales associate who was helping us buy products 
at a pet store. That was unusual, even for him. More often, the boys will mark the end of aisle, or even worse, pallets of stacked 
dog food bags. We learned long ago never to buy anything off the floor of a pet store. 
 
If we go on a yard sales jaunt, we will bring one of the girls, if we bring any dogs at all…the boys will not hesitate to mark a box 
of books or some children’s toys in a driveway. 
 
Another challenge you may have is around ovulating females. You may walk your boy into a park and your normally docile dog 
suddenly starts a fight with another intact male. You are left wondering what the heck just happened. What you couldn’t have 
known is that a bitch in heat had urinated in the area, turning all the boys into bundles of raging testosterone. Male dogs are very 
hard to manage around bitches in heat, so  it is best to leave your boy at home if you know there is going to be a hot girl around. 
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When	  to	  Spay	  or	  Neuter	  	  
 
With so many dogs in rescues and shelters, there is a lot of pressure from friends and vets on owners to spay and neuter their 
dogs quickly. 
 
While RedShadow agrees on need for spay and neuter, we are particular on timing. When a dog is spayed or neutered, the 
hormones that are regulating growth are also removed. Dogs that are neutered before 1 year of age have longer limbs, narrower 
heads and bodies, and they are lighter in bone.  
The growth hormones that are missing provide important regulatory input. Without them, bones continue to grow longer than 
they ought to. Studies have proven this to be true (Salmeri et al, JAVMA 1991). 
 

Growth plates are soft areas that sit at the ends of the long bones in puppies and young 
dogs that contain rapidly dividing cells that allow bones to become longer. Growth 
plates gradually thin as hormonal changes approaching puberty signal the growth plates 
to close.  
 
Until the growth plates close, they’re soft and vulnerable to injury.  After sexual 
maturity, the growth plates calcify and the rapid cell division ends.  The growth plate 

becomes a stable, inactive and part of the bone. It is now known as an epiphyseal line. 
 
When dogs are sterilized before maturity, the closure of some but not all growth plates may be delayed.  This gets even trickier if 
a dog is sterilized when only some of his growth plates are closed. 
  
 Dogs who are sterilized before the age of six 
months have a 70% increased risk of 
developing hip dysplasia. The authors of one 
study (Spain et al, JAVMA 2004), propose that 
“it is possible that the increase in bone length 
that results from early-age gonadectomy 
results in changes in joint conformation, which 
could lead to a diagnosis of hip dysplasia.” 
 
Spayed and neutered dogs are twice as likely to 
develop this osteosarcoma (cancer of the bone) 
(Ru et al, Vet J, Jul 1998) 
 
There are other related risks with spay/neuter, 
including an increased risk of many cancers, 
hypothyroidism, diabetes, urogenital disorders, 
cognitive impairment, obesity and adverse 
vaccine reactions  
 
RedShadow recommends that you spay or neuter your dog between 18 and 24 months of age, after we are certain the Growth 
plates have closed.  
 

Gonad	  Sparing	  Spay/Neuter	  
There is a growing body of evidence indicating elective spay/neuters can adversely impact an animal’s health. 
Several studies done in the last few year are suggesting that spay/neuter surgeries that remove the ovaries/testicles may be 
causing more harm than the protection it was supposed to offer. 
As a result, it is becoming more common for vets to perform Ovary or Testicle sparing surgery.  
In females, the ovaries remain but the uterus is removed. In the case of males, a vasectomy is performed.  
While we have made no decisions regarding the care of our dogs in this regard, this is an exciting new area that we are following 
closely. We encourage you to investigate this, weight the risks and consider if this is a viable option for your dog. 
 
For more information visit  
http://www.parsemusfoundation.org/  
https://www.facebook.com/ParsemusFoundation 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/alternativealteringinfo/ 


